INTRODUCING

APPLICATION
PROGRAMMING
INTERFACE (API)

Used to integrate two or more different systems for real-time exchange of data and services.
Allows you to retrieve key data from CP about your shipment directly in your applications.

OFFERINGS

ADVANTAGES

BULK SHIPMENT - Coming Soon
Get real-time information for your Bulk Trains with Estimated Time of
Arrival. The Bulk Shipment API also includes the Bulk Train Line-up API
to get train group and the associated specification and the Bulk Train
Consist API to get car level details associated to the train.

CARLOAD TRACK & TRACE
The Carload Track & Trace API allows you to retrieve current tracking
information, the last reported event for your shipment, estimated time
of arrival or estimated time to interchange. You can also obtain waybill
information and if applicable, the bad order status of your shipment.

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY
When calling information from the API, you will
automatically obtain your shipment information.
Depending on the API, you can obtain current location,
estimated time of arrival, waybill information and
more.

CARLOAD TRACK & TRACE BY EQUIPMENT
Narrow down your track and trace search by first retrieving a
comprehensive list of all your equipment IDs. Then you can obtain the
current tracking information of your shipment for a set of Equipment IDs
from this list.

COMPANY NAMES
Obtain a list of all the Company Names associated with your Company
group. You can use any of these Company Names on other APIs to retrieve
shipment information.

BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS
Shipment information can be easily transfered
between CP’s system and your system, providing
better and more accurate access to that data.

OFF-HIRE
The Off-Hire API provides you with the ability to put specific containers
into offhire status. Each request can contain a maximum of 15
containers.

SECURITY
APIs provide consistent and secure data exchange
by providing an added layer of protection between
servers. API calls include authorization credentials to
reduce the risk.

Contact your CP Account Manager for more details.
Or visit www.cpr.ca

